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Introduction

Increased Interoperability without embedded privacy = increased risk.

How do student data privacy obligations follow the students from PK through K12, into postsecondary and into the workforce?

Do these obligations change along the way?

What considerations should we be aware of as we begin to build PK20W data systems for data to follow these students?
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Discussion

30 Minutes
Turn & Talk (10-15 Minutes)

● Now that you all have been presented with the challenge let’s spend a few minutes at your table (size?) answering a couple prompts

  In an ideal world what kinds of data should follow students from each of the major segments into the next from EC to W?

  ○ How can this be accomplished while ensuring the student’s data is kept private and each institution / organization along the way is meeting their privacy obligations

● Share Out (10-15 Minutes)
Share Out

What did your table discuss?
What are possible solutions?